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This article deals with a conscious cntity being the building block of conscious systems. Such an informa
tional entity is called informon, with its local and global function. The idea of informon as a conscious unit 
roots in the property of a sufficient complexity and leaming capabilities, realized by different sorts of in
formational interpretation, formalism, general and metaphysicalistic decomposition conceming informon. 

Emotional and cognitive informons show the complexity, intention, and capability of consciously, sub-
consciously, and self-consciously autonomous entities informing within a conscious system. 

1 Understanding informon a. 
Consciousness seems to be an informational phenomenon 
emerging within an individual (physical, biological, phe-
nomenal) brain. This kind of conscious informing is 
grasped as an instantaneous informational process of tem-
porary active attention conceming definite matters in in-
formationaIly complex ways, coming into the foreground 
out of possible conscious background with conscious po-
tentialities. The search for an realizable concept of con
sciousness concerns the possibility of design leading to 
something which could be called artificial, machine-like, 
or robotic consciousness. 

To be conscious means to be involved informationally in 
a matter (entity, problem, process, event) of awareness, in 
an instantaneous way, in a moment of attention informa-
tionally conceming a distinct matter, that is, by an inime-
diate concem that is spontaneous and transitory simultane-
ously, being a form of an informational event, happening 
as a matter of individual experience. This state of con
scious possibility and possible experience conceming a de-
termined or verbally named matter a is symbolized and 
informationally formalized by the notion of informon ô , 
published for the first time in German [9] and described 
before in [8]. 

To be more clear let's take the example of an emotion. In 
English, up to 2,500 names or name phrases for emotions 
can be distinguished. In Slovene, we can probably identify 
some hundreds names marking emotional states'. Taking a 
concrete emotion, for instance, named anger, information-
ally formalized by Oanger. we search for the meaning of this 
word in English. Using dictionaries, thesauri, encyclope-
dias, and our own imagination conceming anger, we can 
write a dissertation on anger. The meaning of anger is now 

' I believe that a study of this sort was not made until now. I tried some
thing in this direction by translating known English tenns for emotions, 
however, it happens that many distinguished English terms fell into the 
domain of one and the same Slovene term. 

determined by a collection of anger explaining sentences, 
paragraphs, psychological sketches, and the like. We un-
derstand that the collected meaning is in no way a final 
result and can be continued, refined, advanced, etc. The ac-
quired meaning given by the linguistic collection concem
ing anger we call anger informon or informon, conceming 
anger, denoting it symbolically by Oanger-

What do we have in mind by the obtained result of the 
concept? The name aanger> a pure marker or basic infor
mational operand conceming the English word anger, is 
now expanded or informationally propagated within the 
language to a meaning of anger, the stili emerging infor
mon denoted by agnger- In the complexity of language, 
this meaning is expressed by meanings of other emotional, 
cognitive, and other sorts of informons. The complexity 
becomes interweaved —informonically perplexed. In gen
eral, for such a situation, we can introduce the informon 
notations named a in a formula-dependent way, 

^ a — f^la, Oi, 02, . . . , Oj, .. .j 

or, in a formula-system way, 

^a ^ (a; oi;, £2; . . . ; Oi; •..) 

The third possibility would be to express the informa
tional dependence of operands by the so-called informa
tional conceming of the form 

^a ^ a [a, en, a^, . . . , o , , . . . ] 

The first expression is something we know as mathe-
matical expression of a function or formula ip„ depend-
ing on its operands (variables) a, a^, o^, . . . , oj^, ... 
. In čase of an informational formula, parenthesis-like 
floor delimiters ' [ ' and 'J' are used instead of '( ' and 
' ) ' , respectively. The last parenthesis pair is used for 
delimiting subformulas occurring in informational for-
mulas and, simultaneously, delimiting or enclosing the 
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operands (elements) of a formula system * „ as shown 
in the second expression. In the third expression, infor-
mon a concems informationally in a complex manner the 
name a and informons O] ,̂ oa ,̂ . . . , Oi, . . . emerged dur-
ing a system informing. It is essentially to stress that 
operands a, a^^, «2 ,̂ . . . , a^, ... certainly possess com-
mon operands and, in this way, become circularly struc-
tured, that is, inform circularly in one or another way. De-
tailed meanings of such expressions can be found in the 
study [8] and elsewhere in its references. 

Let us show the examples of the discussed three infor-
monic system notations # « . Let the emotion of anger, 
Oanger. inform dominantly in a situation within the con
scious system, together with cognition conceming anger 
and some other involved emotions. Ali of these compo-
nents are informonic (complex and consciously structured 
by themselves) and build up the informonic system of anger 
as the dominant intention. In the formula dependent way it 
means, according to the first kind of expression, 

- oanger ^~ '''aanger I'"angeri ^cognition | t^anger | ; • • • > 

trage | langer | j Ssadness | langer | j "depression | fanger | 

In this expression components of the informonic formula 
faanaer ^''^ linked by operators. In the second, formula 

system expression, components are linked through com-
mon operands, that is, 

*aanger ^ I Clanger; Ccognition | Oanger | j • • • , 

trage | Oanger | j .-Ssadness | ^anger 11 ^'depression | ^anger | 1 

In the third, informational-concerningexpression, 

*aanger ' ^ ^anger Ccognition ( ̂ anger \> • • • ; 

Vrage | Oanger | ; Ssadness | ^anger | j "depression | langer | 

the system becomes circularly perplexed according to the 
dominating informon Oanger- It becomes evident that the 
three systems marked by ^aanger represent nothing other 

than the actual informon ttanger within a complex conscious 
system. 

2 Consciousness versus complexity, 
learning versus tirne, and 
decomposition versus emerging of 
informon 

The main problem of informon concept is the implemen-
tation of its autonomous conscious function. In principle, 
each informational entity represented by an informational 
operand has the property to function consciously per se, to 

possess the conscious capability within its own informa
tional organization. The hypothesis of the necessary com-
plexity [2], exponential process of learning [3], and infor
mational organization of emerging [8], offers a smart and 
believable approach to make informational entities inten-
tionally conscious in an artificial way, that is, outside a nat-
ural biologically founded consciousness. 
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Figure 1: (a) The exponential acceleration of an en-
tity's knowledge through learning versus development tirne 
(Kurzweil [3] p. 34, the learning curve yj. (b) The 
step curve J~of emerging of informational consciousness 
versus operand-operator complexity (Buttazzo [2]). (c) 
The complexity acceleration versus the number of informa
tional decomposition steps fA, 9Jt, 3 , and other sorts of 
decomposition). 
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Fig. 1 shows the leaming versus time exponentialism (a) 
and the emerging of consciousness versus component com-
plexity (b) being necessary for the occurrence of a con
scious system. The leaming curve ^ i n (a) shows how the 
State of a skill mastering advances through leaming versus 
time from the knowledge of a beginner. In this part of the 
curve the acquiring of knowledge has an exponential na-
ture when the beginner grasps a lot of new knowledge and 
begins to use it as his or her own experience. In a point 
of development, the critical knowledge is reached putting 
the beginner near the threshold of becoming the master of 
the leamed skill. Finally, the skill mastering is reached, 
characterizing the skill of a professional, which then can 
be stili improved in an advanced manner. The point of crit
ical knovvledge is a kind of the donkey bridge and, when 
crossed, the way to the professional side becomes open. 
One of the best examples of the leaming curve is the expo-
nential acceleration in computer technology, where com-
plexity of components and their speed of operation ad-
vance exponentially through time. It is understood, that the 
critical knowledge of the complex technology is already 
reached, so the advancement to an artificial conscious sys-
tem becomes possible through the next decades. 

The step curve _J~m (b) is crucial for the occurrence of 
consciousness or conscious system. Human brain is an ex-
ample of neuron and synapse complexity being sufficient 
for the real occurrence of consciousness in man. In prim-
itive biological systems, the unconscious nervous activity 
takes čare for the functioning of the necessary conditions 
of life. At some complexity of the neuronal system, in-
telligence can be observed being a manifest of the species 
successfully fitting to the environment. The state of the be-
ginning of intelligence can be observed in machines using 
the technology of artificial intelligence (house equipment, 
today expert systems, and the like). As we see in Fig. 1 
(b), this kind of intelligence is stili far under the complex-
ity needed for the most primitive form of consciousness. 
When complexity raises, a kind of jump to the conscious 
ability occurs. In man, some 10^^ synapses and lO '̂̂  neu-
rons constitute the conscious function being already sub-
stantially above the limit of consciousness occurrence. 

Finally, the third curve (c) shows how a part of inten-
tional complexity depends on the number of decomposition 
steps. The point of critical complexity, critical knowledge 
(a), and the beginning of intelligence (b) coincide. This 
coincidence is the condition for an informational system 
to become conscious, as the step curve (b) shows. The 
transition from unconscious to conscious happens along the 
"step" in curve (b). The other part of complexity might be 
conditioned by the number of physical components avail-
able for the machine in which a conscious system is em-
bedded. 

By the acquiring and emerging of knowledge the com-
plexity of conscious system raises. Vice versa, the enlarged 
complexity accelerates the acquiring of knowledge. Un
der artificial or machine-like circumstances, artificial con
sciousness can widely surpass a biological consciousness 

in the brain. A silicon or quantum-technology brain wi\\ 
substantially surpass the biological brain in complexity, 
speed, interior and exterior communication (informational 
connectivity), and in (unforgettable) memory, being capa-
ble to accumulate everything happened to a conscious sys-
tem in the past. 

Functional and componetial complexity, building up the 
intentional informational complexity, remains one of the 
major requirements in the design and implementation of 
artificial consciousness. The informon as a component of 
conscious system needs the complexity in itself and in its 
environment. 

3 To verbal and formal etymol- ogy 
of the word informon, informoron, 
and cogniton 

For a physicist or an electronic engineer, the comparison 
betvveen the electron concept and the informon concept 
may be instructive. For instance, electron is in no way a 
static, definite, or even transparent notion. On the contrary, 
electron is a dynamic phenomenon imagined in the brain 
of a physicist constructing the atom theory. It is not only a 
particle with mass and charge, but a moving particle vvithin 
the atom organization and outside of the atom as an electri-
cally charged particle. The invisible trajectories of electron 
within an atom concept exist just as a logical predisposition 
of the atomic model. Mainly, electron is characterized by 
its charge, mass, and the dynamics originating in the charge 
moving along an electro-magnetic field. The point of this 
story concerning electron is that its definition is in no way 
as simple as it would be seen at the first glance. The origin 
of the word electron is Greek and means amber. 

Can we expect a simple story of an informon etymology 
after ali? There will be several additions determining infor-
mon's nature in the vvorld of informational. The word infor
mon is a fusion of the Latin informo and the Greek on (be
ing, entity). Translated into English, the meaning of infor
mon is informational being or Being of the informational. 
Informational entity is the most general term to vvhich the 
term informon belongs. It comes fore as the intentionally 
extremely complex entity connecting, interweaving, and in 
this manner including other informational entities and, in 
this way, informing and being informed consciously by it
self. Informational entities, as they occur in conscious sys-
tems, are conscious, self-conscious, and subconscious as 
informational units. In this respect, informon brings a new 
meaning into the discourse of conscious structuring and or
ganization, and understanding of its informational consti-
tution. A conscious system —biological or artificial—can 
be imagined as an informonic organization, possessing ini-
tially a basic shell structure, complexly connected to vari-
ous and numerous other entities in a circular way, ensuring 
the conscious maintaining and development of the involved 
informational entities. 
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Table 1: This table shows, how the initial (sublocal) components a, Ta, Ca, and £„ ofinfonnon a become local informons 
a, Ta, Ca, and £„ and, in this sense, perform as individual informons by themselves. The similar is shownfor the global 
informon. 

Nouns 
Adjectives 
Adverbs 
Verbs 
Participles 

Information, a Informon, â  Informoron, â  Cogniton, a 

informational informonic informoronic cognitonic 
informationally informonically informoronically cognitonicalIy 
to inform to informonize to informoronize to cognitonize 
informing informonizing informoronizing cognitonizing 

Table 2: An overview ofmeaning concerning the words information, informon, informoron, and cogniton and their English 
derivations. 

Etymologically, it can be useful to structure the informon 
into a more detail. For instance, it could be quite appropri-
ate to distinguish the so-called informing-counterinforming 
subsystem and cognitive subsystem in the initial and fur-
ther developed informon organization. For such a purpose, 
two new terms can be coined: informoron and cogniton, re-
spectively. In this texture, informon a is an informational 
fusion of the informon's namena, informon's informoron 
a , and informoron's cogniton a , that is, a formula system 

[a; a; a j . a 

The informon comparison table Tab. I can be useful: it 
forces us to rethink the recursive definitions of informon 
and make the introduced symbolism transparent for the 
common use in the future. According to the table, in a con-
crete čase, the informon a components are infonnonically 
constituted as I Q ^ (Xa] Xz„; ^Tc^; X£„ 1 (informon's 

informing), C^^ ^ (Ca; Cz^; Cc^; Cf^j (informon's 

counterinforming),and£a ;=i ff«; £ 1 ^ ; £c„; ££„) ('"" 
formon's informational embedding, called also cogniton). 

Evidently, the informon definition is recursive and can 
reach any reasonable informational depth of a situation de-
composition. 

In a similar way, this happens to the initially local com
ponents a, Za, Ca, and Sa (being named operands only), 
which in the framevvork of the global informon 3 become 
global informons S, 2 5 , Ca, and £a as presented in Tab. 1. 

Adequately to the local informorons and local cognitons 
in Tab. 1, global informorons can be defined in the form 

I ;=; (g; Cj) ; I^^ fe; Čĝ  ; 

^9L ^ (-^c^^' '~'^) ' £ a . ^ (•^£s' ^^) 

and global cognitons in the fgrm 

S ^ £3 T^ ^ £ . X a ' C- ^ Ep. 

Global cognitons leave the question "What do they repre-
sent?" open. They certainly include a global understand-
ing of the name (title, topic) a, its derivatives, and sub-
names, acquired through the informational decomposition 
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propagation in global circumstances, for instance, includ-
ing the meaning of a in different languages and image pre-
sentations and processing [5]. Such a sort of cogniton can 
emerge probably on a natual and an artificial level of con
sciousness, when the meaning material is assembled and 
systematically ordered and treated in a nervous system [6] 
and an informational machine. 

To keep in mind the introduced symbols the follovving 
list with supplementary explanations could be helpful: 

a Name of entity, operand 

OL^ Informon, as con.sciously organized complex entity in local or 
individual environment 

OL_ Informoron, a complex component of informon, a sub.system of 
intentional and counterinformational part 

g Cogniton, a complex component of informon, a subsystem rep-
resenting the cognitive part 

OL_ Global informon, as consclously organized coniplex entity in 
global environment, expanding over local or individual informa
tional borders 

(X Global informoron, a complex component of global informon, a 
subsystem of intentional and counterinformational part 

a 
Global cogniton, a complex component of global informon, a 
subsystem representing the cognitive part 

Into the etymological view of informon additional vvords 
can enter, as shown in Tab. 2. The meaning of adjec-
tives, adverbs, verbs, and participles must be understood 
in a pragmatic commonsense of the English language. For 
instance, informonic means to have an informational orga-
nization of informon. To informonize means to make an 
informational entity informon-like. Informoronic means to 
have an interior organization of informing and counterin-
forming simultaneously, etc. 

4 Understanding consciousness in 
an innovative way 

Usually, references conceming the topics of consciousness 
or mind root in some kind of traditional philosophy, for 
instance, such as Chalmers' conscious mind. In the last 
couple of years, questions touching problems of an artifi
cial consciousness implementation come to the foreground 
(e.g., Buttazzo, 2001 [2]). The characteristic of references 
is a typical reductionism rooting on one side in an ab-
stract philosophical discourse and, on the other side, in a 
too small numberof properties pertaining to conscious sys-
tems. To such a conceptualism, usually a hierarchical or
ganization of consciousness is studied and being disputed, 
rooting in the structure of brain and its functional locations. 

For instance, the main question of the traditional con
sciousness studies remains if and when the design and im
plementation of an artificially conscious system would be 
possible. So, the experienced properties of conscious mind 
are rather very abstract concepts of unity, representation, 
supervenience, being in relation with, complexity, learning, 
and the like. A descriptive and exact formalism of con
scious phenomena is practically not known, with few ex-

ceptions found in an exhaustive formalistic study of artifi
cial consciousness in [8]. In this ongoing research some of 
the characteristic concepts or properties of conscious sys-
tems —biological or artificial —are systematically listed in 
Tab. 3. 

The right column of the table is dedicated to the inno
vative philosophy, formalism, and methodology, aH being 
relevant for the future artificial consciousness implementa
tion. As the reader might observe, a substantial number of 
criteria for conscious system is identified—some of them 
by an entirely new approaches, for instance, how to gen-
erate, acquire, embed the meaning of solutions as a sort of 
results coming up in conscious systems. So, we can discuss 
some items of the table additionally and complemetarily. 

The main point of this paperis to discuss the constitution 
of informon and shovi' its functional (structural, organiza-
lional) sufficiency to operate or inform consciously, that is, 
as an independent conscious subsystem, coming into the 
conscious foreground upon the inner and environmental 
impulses, and putting it into the background, when other, 
for a particular informon relevant impulses, force other in-
formons into the conscious foreground. 

The concept of informonic consciousness does not re-
fiect the physical and biological organization of the human 
brain with a specific and hierarchically structured architec-
ture impacting and conditioning the information-functional 
specificity of human mind. It concentrates on informational 
possibility of conscious phenomena as they appear to an in
dividual consciousness and can freely inform vvithin a ma
chine. 

5 A concise definition of informon 

5.1 The hypothetic background 
Formal informational definition of informon needs a com-
plex and environmentally perplexed definition of a formula 
system. Informon as an informational entity needs its ver-
bal and formal definition. Verbally a lot conceming infor
mon was said. What we need is a unique symbolism for 
informon a rooting in its name a. 

The name a, representing for instance a word, notion, 
concept, existent, imagined, etc, carries an intention of its 
meaning. The intentional means something which is al-
ready informonic in structure, organization, and propaga
tion of a's meaning through and into informational envi
ronment (space): 

- Structure of that which emerges out of the initial name 
a is informonic, e.g., basically metaphysicalistic in 
such or another way. 

- Organization of the emerged is spontaneous and emer-
gent in the propagation of the a's meaning. We usu-
ally say that the meaning of a arises in complexity, 
however in an intentionally consistent (predominant) 
way. 
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Item Commonplace mind philosophy Informational consciousness philosophy 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 

(4) 
(5) 
(6) 

(7) 

(8) 
(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 
(21) 

(22) 
(23) 
(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 
(28) 

Properties of conscious mind 
Unity of consciousness 
Consciousness representation: language, 

image, sound, etc. 
Being in relation with other components 
Compiexity of brain (neurons), mind 
Phenomenal intentionality: in cognition, 

emotions, sensory domain 
Conscious spontaneity, occasioning, 

happening, being 
Direct and circular causality 
Conscious entity, event, process, 

experience 

Parallelism of conscious events, 
processes, experiences 

Conscious serialism, consequentialness, 
with simuUaneous conscious 

parallelism of events 

Conscious emergentism, experiential 
happening 

Conscious structure and organization, 
embodied in the brain architecture 
and its properties, depending on it 

Metaphysics of consciousness, the inner 
organization of conscious systems 

Conscious ontogenesis 

Conscious solving of problems 

Events: conscious, sub-conscious, self-
conscious, and not being conscious 

Conscious counterfactual relations 

Conscious components, as subsystems of 

C.S., e.g., cognitive, emotional, atten-

tional, behavioral, metastatic, etc. 

Biological, individual consciousness 

Physical embodiment of consciousness 

Brains 
Conscious system 
Formalisra: exact, physicalistic, scientific, 

mathematical 
Methodology: scientific and experimental 

Authenticity of consciousness 

Qualia 
Pure consciousness 

Properties of Informational consciousness 
systematlsm, Informational formula systems 
operands (Q), I. operators ([=), I. formulas {ip), l.f. 
systems ((p'^",$j 

causality captured by I. formulas, common operands 
Complexlty of I. formula systems: operands, operators 
. lntentionallty in meaning, goals, alms, I. stablllty, 

I. perseverance, i. orlentatlon, ideolog/ 
. unforeseeabllity, unpredlctabllity, emergence of the 

lnformatlonally unexpected, possible 
. causal relationship of I. entities 
. entlty Is: i. operand, i. operator, i. formula, I. formula 

system, emergence of meaning, understanding, 
expressed formally, generated by I. decomposition 

I. parallelism of operands, operators, formulas, formula 
systems, represented formally 

Non-circular and circular serial, reverse serial, biserial, 
spllt biserial I. formulas (fl), and uniform and non-
uniform i. formula systems f (^^", $ j , vvhere v e 
{A, o } and > e {->, •!-, ^, (->, <-)} 

I. arising of entities causally, unforeseeably, occaslonally, 
happening accldentally, environmentally dependent 

I. structure and organization, expressed by I. entities, 
Informing contlnuously in an Intentlonal, emotional, 
and cognitive way 

I. metaphyslcallsm, wlth m. shell 9JZ>" Tal, where a e 
r 7 7II 1 

<P,ific,ip^ 1 * f; /3 marks a primitive operand 
I. heaping, accumulatlng, eniarging of complexity, entlty 

relatedness, causality, meaning 
Producing of I. entlty specific meaning, lnformatlonally 

fused In the solution f. systems 
Informing entities are operands, operators, formulas, and 

f. systems, representing conscious and other events, 
processes, and experlences 

„011 
H. Counterinforming of i. entities, in decomposition m^ 

wlth counterinforming components £„ and Ca 

Informons, Informing In parallel: o i ;=i (ai;Xai_;Cai^;£ai), 

vvhere i = 1,2,...; a,- is the name, a ?^ (Xaii Coi] 

is Informoron, and a ^ f »̂ ^ is cogniton 
Artificial, computatlonal, i. Individual consciousness 3 
I. embodiment In I. machines, robots, local and global 

vvebs, lnformatlonally accessible archives 
I. machines, global web computing systems 
Informonic systems, systems of Informing Informons 
I. formalism: embodied In I. axlomatism, informons, 

by operands, operators, formulas, and f. systems 
I. methodology: decomposition {A, M), parenthesizing 

(̂ 3), schematizing (6), gestaltizing (T), rotation of 
operands (SH), i. axiomatlsm, Inferentialism 

Intentlonal i. emergentism, individualism, creatlvlty, 
objectivism 

Individual, unlque, sensory and metaphyslcal experlence 
Artificial consciousness as informon 3, concentrating on 

consciousness name 3 as such 

Agenda: c —conscious, f. —formula, i. —informational, m. —metaphysicalistic, s. —system 

Table 3: A correspondence concerning the commonplace concepts and the informational concepts of consciousness. For 
details see [8]. 
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- The propagation of a's meaning comes into be-
ing by informational decomposition of that vvhat 
emerged through previous processes of decomposi
tion. Decomposition itself depends of the intentional-
ity (meaning) of the name a, beginning from the ini
tial shell of informon a, where the initial intention of 
the meaning is being captured. 

- Decomposition of something is informational propa
gation of something's meaning through the informa
tional space. 

Hypothesis 1 (COMPLEXITY AND INITIAL SHELL) An 
informational entity (operand, formula, or formula system) 
is said to inform consciouslj, ifand only if 

1. it possesses a sufficient amount of complexity, that is, 
sufficiently large or larger number of informational 
components (operands, formulas, formula systems), 
and 

2. has an initial informonic structure of organization, 
that is, an informonic shell, from which the complex-
ity can start according to the intention, given by the 
entity's name, e.g., a. An example of such a simple 
initial shell is informational metaphysicalism (decom
position) Tl\ a]. • 

Complexity is comprehended as substance (e.g., being ma
terial, brain-like) and spiritual (e.g., mental, phenome-
nal, mind-like, informational, informonic). Complexity 
emerges intentionally, as a consequence of intention in 
orientation, materialization, informational decomposition, 
meaning the propagation of informational intention in the 
complex informational space. 

Hypothesis 2 (LEARNING AND DECOMPOSITION) A 
conscious entity develops, that is, enlarges and advances 
its organization by 

- learning, happening through the sensory system of 
the conscious system (e.g., nervous system including 
memory), and 

- informational decomposition, meaning interpretation, 
deduced from intentional name and its semantic 
derivatives. D 

An informonic shell has, by definition, its intentionally in-
forming part conceming the informon's name. Complexity, 
intentionality, learning, and decomposition are ali emergent 
informational phenomena, being structured and organized 
spontaneously in a serial, biserial, parallel, and circular 
way of informing. 

5.2 Definitions and a consequence 
concerning informon 

We need a couple of definitions determining the con-
cept of informon gradually, from the initial determination 

to its conscious informational function. The necessary 
conditions are, certainly: intentionality (informon's name 
a), complexity (in local and global informational circum-
stances), emerging of complexity by decomposition pro
cesses and, finally, the constitution of an informonic con
scious system. 

Definition 1 (LOCAL AND GLOBAL FORMULA SVSTEM) 
Informon is a complex and perplexed local or global for
mula system, denoted by a or a, respectively, with the 
operand name (argument) a, possessing a conscious struc
ture of informational organization. D 

Definition 2 (LOCAL AND GLOBAL INFORMON OF IN-

FORMONS) A local informon a informs in an information-
ally localized area, e.g., in an individual brain or machine 
and its sensory environment. A global informon a is meant 
to inform in a global area up to the cosmological dimen-
sions and, in this respect, represents an informonic system 
ofother, informationally involved informonic systems. Both 
local and global informon are systems ofinformons. D 

Definition 3 (GENERAL INITIAL INFORMONIC DECOM

POSITION 3 j^ \a]} Initial informonic decomposition of 
operand (name) a, called informonic shell, is, in its most 
general form, a circular biserial formula system, expressed 
schematically by 

I a \= Xa\= Ca\= £a\= a;"^ 

g =1 Xn =j Cg =1 gg =1 g; 

Q 1= Cg 1= 2a 1= gg 1= g; 
6 3:"M1^ 

where > £ {—̂, ^, (^, (->, ^ ) } . The correspondinggraph 
ofthis schema is presented in Fig. 2A. D 

The scheme 6 3 ^ \a] covers the graph in Fig. 2A. 

We see how by considering this graph many different for
mula schemes can be formed. The graph corresponds ex-
actly to the primitive formula system 

3> M 
a =\ 2 ^ ; a =j C^; g =| Eg; 

As expressed by the general form of informonic decom

position 3 > ["^1' particular cases are the follovving: se-
Oll ' 

rial informonic decomposition 3_> \oi\, reverse serial in-
Oll ' 

formonic decomposition 3<_ \oi], (proper) biserial infor

monic decomposition 3 ^ 1^1, and split biserial infor-
monic decomposition 3_+,<_ IQI • 

The informonic organization presented in Fig. 2A is un-
derstood as the maximal form of basic (initial) informonic 
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(A) Outputs to the global area S 

Initial informonic 
decomposition 

Intentional informing 

Local informoron 5 ?=i f x „ ; C« j 

Inputs from the global area S 

Intentional informational embedding 
^ ^ Local informon's cogniton a,^ £a 

Informon a 's name a 

^ g ) Intentional counterinforming 

(B) 
Outputs to the local and global 
area, a and S, respectivelj 

Initial metaphysicalistic 
decomposition 

la Initial metaphysicalistic 
intentional informing 

< \a\ 

Initial informoron 5, 
captured by the circular 
system scheme 

C Jcv 1^ I« F^ ^ a r^ ^a p^ -J« j 

•Ja ^ la r^ J a ! ^ a ^ C^ p= ^a 

Inputs from the local and global 
area, a and S, respectively 

£a Initial metaphysicalistic 
intentional embedding 

Initial cogniton 5, captured by the 
circular scheme £„ [= e« |= e« 

Metaphysicalistic shell name 
a of the initial informon ot 

Initial metaphysicalistic 
intentional counterinforming 

Figure 2: (A) The possible graph structure presents a rnaximal biserial form, called also the bicircular informational 
supervenience of informing, counterinforming, and informational embedding [8]. (B) Serial metaphysicalistic decompo
sition of a is an example ofthe initial shell of informon, developing into the local and global informonic area. 

structure. Also, connections between the components of 
the graph are multitudinous and biserial. What is the min
imum form of informon stili guarantying the development 
from an initial informonic state to the conscious inform
ing? The only condition of the informonic graph could be 
that ali the components are circularly linked, thus, some of 
the connections sketched in Fig. 2A may not occur. Dif-
ferent forms of informational metaphysicalism satisfy this 
criterion [7, 8, 9]. The simplest form would be the initial 
serial loop with a, la, Ca, and £a, that is, a circular causal-
ity conceming ali the informon's components. 

The graph in Fig. 2B shovvs the initial metaphysicalistic 
0̂11 variant of informonic structure marked by 9Jl_>. One can 

see how informonic components a, Ta, Ca, and £a are 
configured and connected within the graph. By a slightly 
modified graph to Fig. 2B, of the form 

an intentionally stronger controlled initial cogniton is ob-
tained. Intention i^ informs the cognitive informing (£„ 
being directly involved into the emergence of the resulting 
cognition e^. The graph is structured in a stronger way than 
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the graph (S 9J1_> [a] in Fig. 2B. The primitive initial 
informon for the stronger graph, as presented above, can 
be expressed transparently by the system of subsystems of 
basic transitions corresponding to informonic componetns, 
that is. 

Ve« \=^a J 
representing, transparently, 

V 

*-« ^ Ca! 

Definition 4 (CONSCIOUS SVSTEM) A conscious system 
3 w a system of informonic components 3^, i = 1,2,. . . , 
where some of the components, corresponding to a situa-
tion and time, represent the contents being currently in the 
conscious foreground (attention). • 

Consequence 1 (CONSCIOUSNESS OF INFORMONS) 
An informational entity (formula system) named (3 informs 
consciously if and only ifit is initially structured in an in-
tentional way according to Defs. 1—4, and if it, through 
sufficient number of decomposition steps, became struc
tured and informationally organized to a sujficient degree 
of complexity. In this čase, the named entity (3 has reached 
the informonic, that is, conscious organization (3. • 

Proof 1 Although the proof of Cons. 1 is evident, its prov-
ing interpretation might be truly useful. How did the initial 
name (3 expand or arrive to informon /3? At the beginning, 
the first step tovvard the informonizing of/3 is the initial, the 
so-called informonic shell decomposition of /3, marked by 
31"/?] (see, for instance. Fig. 2A or Fig. 2B). By the initial 
decomposition 3 [ /3 ] , the initial informon /3 ^ Df/^l is 
coming into existence. This decomposition gives to /3 the 
necessary intentionally informing, intentionally counterin-
forming (emotional), and intentionally embedding (cogni-
tive) organization of the shell. In the next procedures of 
decomposition, the inner components of the initial infor
mon will propagate and expand into the environmental, in-
tentionally related tissue of the informational space. Thus, 
the complexity of /3 will rise and, gradually, will reach 
the complexity, being necessary for /3's conscious behav-
ior. Defs. 1 —4 conceming /3 will gradually, by decompo-
sitions considering the /3's intention, structure and organize 
in a complex way the informon /3 for its conscious func-
tion. 

To stress, decomposition considers leaming and, with 
/3 as the meaning structure and organization of intentional 
meaning conceming the name /3, the acquired knovvledge is 
accumulated as the /3's experience up to the moment, when 
in a situation, ^ enters into the occurring conscious do-
main. Virtually, this proves the value of the consequence. 
D 

5.3 A new phiIosophy with informonic 
consciousness 

Informon is an informational unit being in the foreground 
of the instantaneous consciousness. Consciousness is noth-
ing else than a momentary happening among informons, 
some of them coming to the conscious surface (attention). 
In a time interval, consciousness is understood to be a sys-
teni of actively informing informons, that come into con
scious existence, that emerge from the unconscious back-
ground of consciousness into the conscious existence; they 
emerge as momentary conscious entities, out of the sub-
conscious domain, where they inform, and depend emer-
gently and crucially on the temporary sensory situation. 
Consciousness is an informonic theater in which informons 
play their informational roles for the observing and infor-
mationally acting conscious system. In this view, con
scious system happens as a momentary sequence of groups 
of informons marching through the time of conscious ex-
perience. Consciousness is experienced as a column of 
informon groups in the understanding of past, present, 
and future situations. In this sort of grasping, conscious
ness is just an informon by itself and to itself. The con
sciousness informon 3 understands currently active infor
mons 3 i , 32, • • • and specific informons 3 1 , 3 ^ , . . . under-
stand (are avvare of) consciousness 3. 

Each informon is a conscious entity per se. As such, 
an informon consciously grasps other informons and itself. 
For instance, aanger grasps consciously itself and other, the 
informon informationally accompanying informons as, for 
mstance, Ssadness 1 Cembarrassmenl; -Ssurprise! Uhatei Pploti Stc. 
In such an angry conscious happening, the informational 
interplay of the listed and other informons takes plače. 
Thus, anger or any other emotional or cognitive conscious 
components can puli into the conscious orchestration sev-
eral other emotional and cognitive components. In a mo
ment of conscious happening, a distinct orchestra of infor
mons plays it informational prelude into the next conscious 
happening. 

The distinction to the common understanding of con
sciousness is in the ability of conscious informing of each 
single informon together with other informons. Conscious
ness 3 is just a specific informon Cconsciousness and nothing 
more. In the framework of this understanding, informon 
a means a specific name a, propagated into the possible 
meaning of a, conceming intentionally and attentionally 
the entire conscious system. As we know, a is consti-
tuted by system complexity, Q;-intentionaIity, learaing or 
informedness coming from other informons, and the own 
ability of decomposition or interpretation accelerating the 
complexity of the momentary conscious situation. 

Now, lefs say the said about a conscious system again by 
other words, with the aim, to acquire the additional clarity 
in informonic understanding of consciousness. The infor
monic concept does not stress so much the so-called hierar-
chically organized system being characteristic for the func-
tioning of the human brain (informational machine). Inten-
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tionalities of complexly linked informons make the sponta-
neous and circular informing of the current conscious mat-
ter possible. 

Consciousness about something emerges as an informa
tional overlapping of informons, being currently relevant 
for a specific situation and tirne. A conscious event is con-
stituted by the currently informing informons, as they occur 
spontaneously in a distinct time interval. The conscious
ness about something consists of yet consciously informing 
informons, transiting from a current situation to the next 
situation, where the next informons are coming to the con
scious surface, that is, in the conscious foreground. In such 
a happening of conscious events, the hierarchy of the in-
formationally relevant is not so much in the game as the 
informons' intentions and their interweavedness with cur
rent situations and time. 

This kind of conscious mind comes fore as a sponta-
neous sequence of conscious events, that is, informons, 
depending on interior and exterior circumstances, occur-
ring randomly but, certainly, in an intentionally unforesee-
able and unpredictable way. Each individual conscious
ness about something confronts itself with a spontaneous 
stream of conscious, sub-conscious, self-conscious, and 
unconscious events, with an existing and entirely new ex-
perience, with leamed and just learning facts, objectivities, 
irrationalities, beliefs, attention, cognition, and emotions. 
Such a conscious happening is offered through an informa
tional overlapping and time-transiting of informons, consti-
tuting the feeling, unwinding, and revealing of conscious
ness about something. 

6 Substructuring informon 
schematically, graphically, and 
meaningly 

Capturing the inner organization of informon, its syntactic 
(formula-like) and semantic (perenthesis-setting) structur-
ing, can be useful for informational decompositions, start-
ing from the beginning informon's shell components. De-
composition of a current informon development of the form 
a into a more sophisticated and more complex form of 
the emerging entity, now in a new form a, hides the ba-
sic informon's intentional orientation, given to it by the 
initial meaning, at that time an informon's pure shell form 

a ^ (a; Z«; C^; £a),characterizedintentionally by the 
meaning of its name a. 

The emerging of informon is reflected in the initial (start-
ing) pure informon's shell, at that time a 3 [ a ] , and, af-
ter some decompositional steps, advanced to a more de-
veloped meaning of a, then a and, finally, to the cur-
rently developed form a, in which the maximal amount 
of meaning was gathered (accumulated) up to now. This 
meaning, a, is the semantic representation of the name a, 
structured schematically out of the graphical representation 
© \a\. Informational schemes form a formula scheme sys-

tem 6|"$], which can finally be parenthesized, *P [©[$]] , 
so the final and precise form of meaning conceming a is 
obtained, hovvever, merely up to now. 

New and new decompositions of the obtained informon's 
situation are only parts of an infinitesimal procedure, ap-
proaching to a more and more precise meaning of a, how-
ever never reaching a final or exact meaning, but coming 
near to a virtually final meaning as close as possible [7]. 

In this respect, an informon reflects informationally to 
some extent the slogan One in ali and ali in one (OA&AO). 
An informon propagates into the informational space galh-
ering a specific (intentional) meaning conceming the in-
formon's name. Using the graph of an informon, (S[a], 
the OA&AO problem can be made more transparent. First, 
let's remind that a system graph (S [$] is equivalently de-
scribed by the primitive system $' . This yields 0 [ $ ] ;=̂  
$ ' . Second, we introduce a relation of graphical inclusion, 
-<, with the meaning, 

( 6 r ^ l x 0 [ a 2 l ) ^ ( a ; c a ^ ) 

This means that ali the primitive transitions of system a'^ 
enter into the primitive system a'2. Precisely, by a primitive 
transition a \= P, the operand a, the subscribed operator 
t= (e.g., t=subscript). and the operand /? is meant. 

The way from system $ ^ (ip^,(f2,- • •, V«,) to the 
corresponding graph 0 [ $ ] , that is, to $', leads via the 
de-parenthesizing of system formulas (6 [$ ] ) and, then, 
via the primitive partition of formula schemes into primi
tive system $'. An original formula </?; G $ of length i^. 
(number of operators in ip^), has been dissolved in the for
mula scheme 6 [tpj] and definitively lost in the possibility 

of j i - ( ^ '̂ M differently parenthesized formulas. Further, 

in the transition from the system scheme S [ $ ] to $', the 
formula schemes are definitively lost. From a primitive sys-

tem $ ' (graph ©[$!), nr=i ^ f^"' ) different formula 
systems can be derived for each reasonable n$ (a complete 
overlapping which covers the graph). 

Lefs mark the informing ali (cosmos) by a^n, a part of 

the aH by Ppartf^alll' ''"'^ ^^^ informational shell encir-

cling the part of the ali by Sgt̂ gn ppart [°alll • Using the 

language of graphs, the following can be said: 

<5\a\ -< © ̂ auV, 

Ppart ["alllj; (Sfppartfaallll ^'^l^auV^ 

^sUe\\\ppan\^a\\] \ |; 

^^fsshellfppartroaiil]] -< ©[ppartKlll j 

The interpretation of this situation is presented topologi-
cally [7] in Fig. 3. Namely, expressedby the corresponding 
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|ppart[oalll | 

<5|sshell|ppart["all 

<»klll 
(C) 

Figure 3: The solution as an informon's meaning, that is, the up-to-the-minute developed informon—the 
one — represented graphically: (A) The informon as a possibility of the ali. (B) The informon as a possibility of a 
part ofthe ali. (C) The informon as a possibility of a shell surrounding a part ofthe ali. 

primitive formula systems, there is 

a ' C a: ali' 
^ C Ppartr^alll; Ppart^^alll C a^,,; 
a ' C s: Shell I Ppart 

"shell 

»alll 

Ppart "alll I Cppartr^aill 

This set-theoretical presentation helps to make the graphi-
cal situation in Fig. 3 definitely transparent. 

The meaning of something means to have an informa-
tional expression for something called the informational 
solution on something. For instance, in searching a so
lution of something a, the at-hand solution is a sort of 
decomposition, in general, A [a] . However, out of a 
formula (/p or formula system $ in which a occurs, the 
solution conceming a can be explicitly expressed. Let 
^ mark the formula parenthesizing (setting of parenthe-
sis pairs), fH the operand rotation in a circular formula, 
& the schematizing (deleting the parenthesis pairs) of a 
formula, and (p^[ai,..., ai-i, ai, Oj+i , . . . , a„J a cir
cular formula. In this čase it is possible to solve for
mula (Pt> [cti,..., ai-i, Oi, aj-i-i,..., a„J on each of its 
operands a i , . . . ,Qj_i,aj,at-i-i,- • • ,an> that is, to get n 
different solutions, expressing the meaning of each partic-
ular operand. Then, for a solution, using the operand rota
tion principle, there is 

¥'> [o:i,ai+i,... ,a„,Q;i,. ..,ai-ij ^ 

V\^\G\'P>[.ai,...,ai-i,ai,ai+i,...,anU 
j = 1,2,... ,n 

It is understood that the solution upon operand ai is al-
ready <̂ t, [ a i , . . . , ai_ i, a j , Oj+i , . . . , a„ J, obtained by an 

operand oi decomposition, for instance, etc. 
A solution upon an operand can be obtained from a com-

plex formula system taking into account ali its formulas. 
That what comes out of such a consideration are informons 

O^li • • • ) 0 ! i — I J ^ i ' - ^ i - l - l ' , a ' 

7 The pure informon 

The pure informon, iintormon. is the searching, propagating, 
and determining the meaning of the newly coined and in-
troduced word informon in the informational space. By 
the acquired meaning, the concept of informon is fortified 
and made familiar and understood in communities of re-
searchers, scientists, and publicists. For instance, the new 
word can enter into an English or other dictionary and be 
regularly explained together with its etymology. 

Additionally, the concept of informon can be grasped 
formally by informational formalism. In fact, at the begin-
ning, we concentrate on a name (phrase, named informa
tional entity) marking it by a. What will be the informon 
named a and how will it develop informationally? Accord-
ing to the discussed definitions, initially, 

linformon 

/ Iintormon I Ct I i \ 

'informon I " i ' 

'informon 1 " ! ' 

\ ^'informon F« ! / 

In general, an initially decomposed informon, e.g., 
3 [iintormon [c^] 1. attains the required complexity through 
the linkage to other informons. For the informonic com-
ponents of the pure informon there is, evidently, in čase of 
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intentional component, 

Xc informon r«i 

/ 'informon T " ! ' ^ 

'intormon*""^' 
n 

•^'informon I'""' ' 

Xi informon r»i 

in čase of counter-intentional component, 

(C. 
^c. 

'informon T " ! '' 

informon M; \ 
informon r°T 

Cc, 
informon f " ! ' 

£c, 
informon r « ! 

and in čase of cognitive component, 

'informon i " I '' 

/ "^'Informon T«! ! ^ 

'informon ̂ "^ 

informon '^"^' 

^£- r T 
\ ' informon'" ' ) 

The next, being extremely interesting, is the intentional 
contents of each of informonic components. Beside the in-
formons' names, the informing of intentional contents con-
cems informons and their components. The general proper-
ties of each informon and its components are the following: 

1. the existence of the name-a-specific intention 
iintentionM, the name-a-specific counter-intention 
Ccounter-intention r<̂ l > and the name-a-specific inten
tional COgnition iintentional. _cognition 

2. the development of the name-a-specific inten
tional COmplexity CcomplexityRintentionr«ll' ^he 
name-a-specific counter-intentional complexity 
CcomplexityrCcounter-intentionr"ll> and the n a m e - a -
specific complexity of intentional cognition 
Ccomplexity | ^intentional_cognition 

[ali;and 
3. the emerging of the name-a-specific intentional 

decomposition 3[iintentionMl, the name-a-specific 
counter-intentional decomposition 
3r<̂ counter-intention ["11. and the name-a-specific com-
plexity of intentional cognition 
3 1 lintentional_cognition Ml-

Within this circle of emergence, the intention is refined, 
stepping into greater details, and complexity is enlarged, 
being more and more intervveaved into the informational 
space. The consequence is the enriching of meaning 
conceming the informon's name a, that is, the name-
specific intentionality ijntention \o\ • For an informon a ;=̂  

(a; la', Ca] ^a), thereis, evidently, 

~ , / 'intention 
[al 

i fcomplexity I lintention 

—=^ \ D r ^ i n t e n t i o n M l ; • • • 

( f^counter-intention 

t̂ complexity I ^counter-intention Ml; 

3 1 Ccounter-intention I "^ I I i • • • 

( 'intentional_cognition M; 

Ccomplexity | Mntentional_cognition Ml; 

3 1 lintentional_cognition Ml;... 
8 Conclusion 
The concept of informon calls for a different, in some 
way new understanding of consciousness or, precisely, con
scious system. It comes close to that what a conscious ob-
server experiences on the own consciousness, its happening 
in a time slice and in the sequence of conscious time slices. 
It enables a straightforward reasoning in the direction of ar-
tificially conscious systems constituted by informons. In
formon seems to be finally just an informational entity de-
pending on complexity, intention, leaming, and decompo
sition conceming meaning of the intentional name. The re-
quired complexity seems to be a problem of future techno-
logical development, and the remaining necessary require-
ments are already in the visible scope of mastering them 
philosophically and technically. 

After ali, a meme [1] seems to be nothing else than 
a specific self-replicating informonic entity^ in individual 
brains which breaks down the reasonable immunity of con
scious systems against an informational excess, exaggera-
tion, plethora, or surfeit. By the philosophy of informon, a 
concrete meme can be studied as an authentically conscious 
sort of informon, in an innovative general and meaning-
specific way. E.g., totalitarian memes have informed as po-
litically local informons. 

Regarding the building block of conscious system, called 
informon, it might be reasonable to understand it as a con-
sequence of macroscopic quantum nature of conscious
ness—vvhich is pointed out in Peruš [5], as well as in 
Rakovič [6], from where it follows that informons might 
be related to quantum eigenstates of the conscious macro-
quantum sysrem. The whole story should be then related 
closely to quantum algebra, and naturally explains the non-
local (holistic) aspect of consciousness. 
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